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Outline.
The otatus o± the ornall Plant.
'i^he small plant has been generally ignored, "but its
importance is undeniable.
A. i'ew have studied the possibilities o± the plants
employing less tiian two hundred and iiity.
1. All v;ere blinded by mass methods.
2. There are no exhaustive studies of them.
3. The iirst eliort to study tiieir problems was
made by the Conierence of dmaller Industries.
B. Many ''big business ' men, as v/ell as the times, .,
favor the ^mall plant.
1. Henry Ford, Charles Dawes, and Dr. Julius
Klein have favored them.
2. Increased frei;;5ht rates, hand-to-mouth buyin
and business ^jractice favor the small plant.
C. The Department of Commerce ourvey shows small
plant faring best
.
The small plant has advantages and disadvantages,
but management is most important.
A. The advantages of a small plant.
1. Low overhead is most important at present.
2. Simplicity of organization.
3. Adaptability.
4. Q,uic]£ persorjDal response.
The disadvanta^jcs gsneruiiy i* x©»-ult ui
poor menag ement
.
1. Poor marketing connections need not be a
disadvantage.

a. Example of an accessorj^ manuisctarer
,
b. Example of a chocolate m&nafac tarer
.
c. Example of a porii packer.
E. Market demands can be knov.n.
a. Example of msnufccturer meeting demand in
^[utntity
.
b. Example of manaiactarer meeting demand in
style
.
3. Obtaining capital j;-nd credit offers some dif-
ficulty .
a. Hew method of financing needed.
b. Balance sheets ana profit and loss
ments should be revealed to bankers
itors.
4. Go-operative methods are lacking.
a. Small plants should exchange information.
b. Practice is being fostered by Smaller Indus-
tries Conference and the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce,
5. Accounting systems ere lacking.
6. Research and product development needed.
7. Men prefer to work in large plants.
C. Management ultimately determines the success of a
plant.
1. Example of a nov; successful candy manufacturer.
E. Example of a novi successful hashing machine
manufacturer.
III. The small ^lent has a definite piece in industry.
ji. There are certain industries Vvhich the small plant
can not enter successfully.
state-
and cred-

1. Y/here large amottnts o± capital are required.
2. Where the Lroducts are standardized.
B. The plac e It or the small plant
.
1. The products can not be standardized.
a. Advantages oi adaptability, simplicity
and employee versatility.
b. Higher prices and less competition.
2. The products are produced ±or local markets.
a. Advantages oi catering to local tastes
and of lov/er costs.
b. Large plants dect.ntralizing to ^yain ad-
vantages of local j,reduction.
3. The products require -killed labor.
a. Small demand, and labor scarce.
b. Kxample of carving company.
c. Example of lurniture company.
4. The consumers are dealt with intimately.
a. Personality businesses depend upon inti-
mate contact.
b. i^ot confined to dealing with final con-
sumer .
C. The small plant must specialize.
IV. A v/ell managed small plant.
A. It is specializing on one ;jroduct.
1. Conducts research.
2. Contacts with customers as aid to research.

B. Deliveries and prolitable operation assured by
1. Division in manufacture.
2. Limit controlled wtock.
3. Eiiective scheduling.
4. uperating standards.
C. Company budgets and iorecasts sales.
D. Reasons for success.
The small plant has been aided by adopting big
i^lant methods but individual treatment is necessary
A. The Department of Qommeroe ourvey indicates that
the tools of management have been used.
1. ;:jaies policies.
2. ^-roduct development.
3. iroduction policies.
4. Big plant methods more elloctive.
B. dome methods as employed by the small plant.
1. Research conducted on an appropriation
or informally
.
Z . ..ifc.rketing aided by
a. G-overnment bureaus.
b. rart-tirae specialists.
c. Trade associations and magazines.
3. A simplified accounting system.

4. A wa^^e incentive .system.
5. Accident prevention by e7vecutives.
a. I'ypical method.
b. with aid ol saiety engineer.
0. The adoption o± big plant methods may take away
the advantages of the small plant.
The small plant may have administrative and isocial pr
rams without an excessive overhead burden.
A. Bmployee training.
1. Directed by education department.
2. Costs lessened by apprentices production,
aid by ^iOvernment , and other factors.
B. Unemployment insurance.
1. The Rochester plan.
2. The cost
3. Other plans supported by the same company.
C. Co-operative programs have been most suc-
cessful .
1. Research among competitors.
2. i\esearch among non-competitors.
3. Health program at minimum cost.

9VII Oonclu^Jion.
A. Siunrnary.
B. This subject should be studied by business stu-
dents .
1. Must under take ijtudy themselves since no texts
available
.
2 . iQiov/led,^'e important
.
a. Chances oi entering small business.
b. Prospects in small business.

Introduction.
It is v/ell to maize ole-r the meejiinj ol' 'plant * as it
is used in this thesis, l.eb^ter's dictionary deiines plant
as: "The ivhole machinery and ap^ar-tus employed in carrying-
on a mechanical husiness or a bubinesa oi any kind". I'he
wora is used here inclusively. However, my particular in-
terest is in manufacturing and j^roblems o± that type are
discussed most frequently. Other tyt;es o± business and
their problems are mentioned and used to illustrate some
points
.
At this time v'hen small [-lants are receiving wider
recognition, they oifer an excellent ;::ubject lor len^jthy
study. All oi us have been impressed with the lar^iTe plants'
advanta/jes , the extent to './hich ocientiiic jnana,3e;ii8nt has
been carried, and the resources \/hich enable thorn to orj-
erate on a vast but thorough barjis, V/e wonder, then, how
the small plants can continue to exist in the face of uuch
comrjetition. './e wonder, too, if the small plants can use
large plants' methods to their advantage.
[i^his thesis was written to answer these questions and,
at the same time, to gain a better laiowled. e of the small
plants' problems and possibilities.
The case method of presentation is used in this tiiesis
as much as is practical. 'I'he examples used in some in-

stances were obtained by quesiioning executives of small
plants. However, executives tjenerally are reluctant to
reveal the barest details oi their businesses, and not as
much iniormation was obtained in this way as one v/ould
wish. Other exami^les were taken irom business rejjorts,
technical journals, and my ov,n experience.
Many line suggestions for the preparation oi tnis the-
sis were oiiered by Professor ..ells of Boston University;
Mr. Butler and Mr, Gort o± the Bureau of Poreign and Do-
mestic Commerce; Mr. Hudson oi the Eew England Council;
Mr. McCartin of the Massachusetts Induti ti-ii.l Commission; and
Mr. Carraody, Lditor of i%ctory and Indu^. trial Management.

Tlie Status of the Small Plant.
A tevi years ago most o± us were convinced tiiat the day
ol the small business were over. It seemed that the most
profitable way to irianuiac ture and to sell was on a quantity
basis, v/ith a small mar^'in of profit. Economists pointed
out that mass methods \.ouid lower costs, and provide more
jobs. Consolidations and associations v/ere formed to gain
mass advantages, iSuggestions tiiat the Sherman ^Jiti-i'rust
Law be rej^eaied v/ere common. Business thought was clouded
by the ^..uerican delusion that success is measured by mass,
quantity, size or cost.
Tiie case for big business v/as justified, and v/as appa-
rently proven in the days of prosperity. -Hie large corpo-
rations made the most money, and naturally received the
most attention. It was not realized that the size v/hich
enabled corporations to maiie so much money In that period
v/ould be a cause of losing money in a period of depression.
In fact, dei-ressions v/ere considered imj^oosible. oo , in
that period when business theory received more attention
than at any other time, students and e^iecutives studied
with the view of managing big ox^ganizations
.
It is now well imovrn that dej..r ess ions are not impos-
sible. Organizations, such as the Jnitod Jtates oteel,
are losing money on the very facilities, .vhich once made
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them the most profitable in QxiBtence . i.lany of the "lesser
lights" in the ^teel indufcitry are making money. j?his is
one instance which indicates that the email x-^lant has a
place in the business world. 'J?he increasing n-uinber of art-
icles on this subject proves that it is becoming a con-
viction.
Y/hen it is realized that the small plants in the United
States outnumber the large by two hundred to one, it is sur-
prisin^^ how little study has been made of them. There are
two hundred thousand rjlants in this country, each of which
employ less than two hundred and fifty persons. Only 3.4
per cent, of all manufacturing establisliments employ more
than two hundred and fifty wage earners, and only 1.4 per
cent, employ more than five hundred. In other words, sixty-
two per cent, of all industrial wage earners are employed
in plants with two hundred and fifty or fewer employees.
Some theorists might contend that the problems of all
plants are similar, regardless of size. To a certain ex-
tent this is true; but the limited financial resources,
and the small scale of operations , make the problems of
this group peculiar. It is only ivithin a short time that
this fact has begun to be realized.
The first real effort to study the small plant's x-i'ob-
lems was made less than two years ago, \/hen a Conference
of Smaller Industries was called at the Industrial Insti-
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tute, oilver jiay, i\iew York. A second conierence was held
this past year, and both were so successlul that these meet-
ings promise to become annual. Irior to these conferences
there have been only a few instances v/here any mention of
this subject has been made. 3ome of the technical magazines
have printed short articles, but an exhaustive search has
failed to find any text devoted exclusively to small plant
management.
Although general interest has been lacking, it appears
that some of our "big business ' men appreciate the possibili-
ties of the small plant. In a recent interview henry i-'ord said:
^^^"The comparative prosperity enjoyed by Hew England is due
to the fact that there are many small industries''; and, "only
through the distribution of work can the evils of de_t.res3ion
be overcome". The latter quotation refers to the i^ord pro-
gram of extending its purchases from five thousand, three hun-
dred to fifty thousand small plants manufacturing parts, which
incidentally shows the big plants' dependence upon their
smaller brothers. These statements are most significant,
coming as they do from the nation's foremost industrialist,
and one of "Ghe pioneers in inaoS production.
Mr. Charles ij. Dawes, the former president of the Re-
construction i'inance Corporation, and head of one of the
(2)
world's largest banks, said recently: "It is the smaller
fl) "i'ord Planning to -aid Indu^^try'. Boston Sunday Post,
liov. 13, 1032. Page 4.
(2) "Pactory and Industrial Man^jgement" . July, 19S2 . Page 4.
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business enterprises v/ith lov; overhead expense which seem to
be showing improvement; but in time, the lari^er ones must
necessarily lollow. The recovery in the depression will
start irom the bottom up, not ±rom the top, dov;n. That is
v/hat past experience shows'*.
Dr. Julius Zlein, Secretary oi Comiri'crce, has this to
say about the small plant, and the ti;.ies: ^'In several
trades it has been evident that the little iellov/'s lack of
heavy overhead, his relatively greater mobility, his lack
o± tar ilung advance commitments, have all enabled him to
readjust his o]3erations and planninj^ on a much more elajitic
basis, permitting him to accommodate himseli iar more quick-
ly to the sudden shifts in the economic scene.
Once again we must be sure that v/e do not let our mass
mania ^et the better of us in assuming that size is an ad-
vantage in times of stress
. The big fellows are sometimes
the most vulnerable because of their sheer bulk and ponder-
ous immobility''
.
The stamp of approval by big business men argues well
for the small plant, but there are more economic reasons
for favoring it; and these are largely a result of the
times
.
"factory and Industrial Management^', x^'eb. 19^2, Page 56.
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ii'reiglit rates hj:ive been increased, and the potjaibilitj' ol
still higher rates makes local j^roduction and distribution
of many products a necessity, ii competition is to be met.
Vihen the distribution of products is limited to a local area,
it follov/s that the size of a plant is limited to the cajjac-
ity for supplying the local demand. jI'ox iriost products, a
small plant is sufficient. The increa..e in freight rates,
v;ith resulting excessive transportation costs, and the plan
to serve local markets, are the reasons why Hew iiingland
gained eighty-tv/o plants in the first three months of 1952;
the city of Philadelphia, forty-four; and Louisville, twelve;
all of the small plant variety.
A change in attitude on the part of purchasing agents and
buyers has brought about another condition favorable to the
small plant. It is not so long ago that many factories and
stores bought sufficient goods at one time to last six months
or a year. The past fev/ years have witnessed the practice of
buying only to satisfy immediate needs, or "hand to mouth'
buying. Along v;ith this practice, buyers insist upon quick
accommodations, and services suited to their individual
needs. I'he small plant catering to local customers, and
with closer x^ersonal contact, can meet ohese conciitions much
more satisfactorily than the large, impersonally conducted
statistics from "Business V.eek", Oct. 5, 19S2 . Parses 12-13.
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organization.
The editors of x^'actory Lnd Indiistrial Management com-
mented upon £jiother advantage: "Large and established business
es tend almost unilorraly to cut operating costs at the ex-
pense of increasing liiKied chiirges. This tendency, which ope-
rates to ihe advantage o± the large concern in Doon times, re-
verse.:. iti.velf in a period lilie the rTesent. The i-mall ±irm
can otten pull in its belt a notch, r.nd lind a little money
to go on, -.vhile the larger firm is hsi-rd put to it,"
In the fall of 1951, the Department of Commerce released
a booklet entitled "ii'orging Ahead During Depression". This
booklet contains the findings of a ctudy of firms, v/hich
through their own efforts and i_)olicies, have been able to in-
crease their sales volumes, or profits, and represents two
hundred and two manufacturers, forty-three retailers and ten
wholesalers in thirty states. The Department admits that
this study was in no way exhaustive; neither was it directed
at firms of any particular size. It is surprising, there-
fore, that three-quarters of the firms, which w'ere able to
increase their sales or profits, were of the small variety.
These lirras used management methods usually associated v.ith
large organizations, and made money.
These findings seem to indicate that small organizations
can use management methods more effectively and more economi-
"Factory and Industrial Management", Oct. 19£1. Page 516.

cally, especially in a period of business ijtagnation.

AdvantaeTes end Disadvc-ntages
.
It voald be well to make clear that this thesis does
not predict the fall of the large plant. Large plants accom-
plish what no small plant can expect to acc jmnlish
,
especial-
ly those producing standardized products. Their existence
and grovth are assured. However, this thesis does contend
that small plants have a place in industry, and th&t their
advantages can overcome their disadvantages.
At the present time, iov, overhead expense is probatly
the greatest adx^antage. Investment and fixed charges are
lov . The -^o^Toll for office hel-n, salesmen, minor execu-
tix-es 2nd inr irrct labor is comparatively small. Foremen and
inspectors are fev, because employees can be trained to talce
pride in th^ir v ork and do it \\ell. Maintenance is in pro-
portion to plant size. So, the principal p\'erhead expense
is the salaries of a manager and one or t\^o assistants.
The organization of executives and the vesting of author-
ity is alv ays a tremendous problem in any plant. It is not
uncommon to find in offices an organization chart showing
v.ho gives orders, and Vvho receives them. Some charts e^^ear
t be very cimple v.ith no possibility of confusion or con-
flict regarding authority. The chbrts for large organiza-
tions ere apt to be complicated. They present a maze of

"bureaus, executives and assistants, v.ith lines crossed and
re-crossed, showing authority going to several different
points. In actual practice, the authority may become much
more confusing than the chart would seem to indicate. The
possibility of confusion increases with the number of exec-
utives and departments.
The small plant has no such problem. One executive,
sometimes with a few assistants, is what 8 great many exec-
utives and bureaus sti-ive to be in the large organization.
Such simplicity is a decided advantage. Many executives
cause complications, jealousies, lost motion and delays.
When there is only one executive, changes can be maae with-
out conferences, and without mistaiiing authority or respons-
ibility. He is his own efficiency, pl&nning end safety de-
partment; and if anything is to be done, the chances bxe he
will have to do it himself. He can act freely, cuiciily and
efficiently, all pointing to good management.
In most discussions of this subject one encounters this
corapariron: "A small plant crn turn around on a dime, while-
the large one has to be laboriously warped around like a huge
ocean liner changing clocks. ' The thought suggested is that
the small plant can more easily meet changing conditions;
that is, it has adaptability. Adaptability has become an in-
creasingly important charac eristic, becsuse of styles chang-
American Magazine. Nov. 1932. Page 88.

InfK more rapidly, with resulting changes in demand, and be-
cause v/e ire in a period of depression.
The wool indutitry iurnishes an excellent example of the
effect of increased rapidity in change of demand on a lar^^e
plant. Manufacturers of v/oolens used to receive orders for
enormous quantities of cloth, and the machinery in woolen
mills was set up so that a lon^^ run could be made with a
minimum of expense. Large orders are a rarity today, be-
cause dealers cannot afford to take the ris:k: of stocking
heavily on style ;^oods. Small sample orders t.re the rule,
and a large mill can not handle them without disorganizing
operations, because of periods of activity and idleness.
Thic- condition would increase expenses and decrease the pos-
sibility for profit.
The small woolen mill has a definite adv&jitage when
small orders are the rule, liecause of its size and limited
output, such a mill can operate almost continually on small
orders. Any periods of idleness are not so expensive, be-
cause of comparatively low overhead. Changes in machinery
and set-up can be made with a minimum of delay and expense.
Adapting a plant to meet changed uonditions and changing de-
mands, is not a new experience to the small mill Oivner , be-
cause he has always existed on small specialty orders, A-
daptability has been a necessary part oi his business.

Bmall sample orders became ouotomary rather than excep-
tional, it v/a,o because his plant had adaptability that he
was able to underbid the larger mills.
The importance of adaptability during a depression is
noted in the case oi tv/o ioundries. In the days of pros-
perity, one v/as a huge, highly standardized plant, employing
v/ell over a thousand men, making Sittings of malleable iron,
steel and brass. The other was a small 1 oundry,making cruc-
ible steel parts for trucks and job orders. Since the de-
pression the large foundry has been running on part time, and
has lost a tremendous amount of money. Of course, the small
foundry was affected, but to a lesser degree.
Recently, both companies had the opportunity to manu-
facture an oil burner for a local inventor. The order vms
not large enough to warrant necessary changes in the equip-
ment of the large foundry. The only changes in the small
plant were the additions of t-vo finishing machines, and the
hiring of two machinists. These changes did not involve
any great additional investment, yet they did result in ob-
taining sufficient business to keep the plant operating
steadily and profitably. '/Jhile it is not always advisable
to add new products, the fact that this dmall plant could
easily adapt itself to the manuf^icture oi ggmething entirely
different, resulted in its salvation.
iinother advantage is quick pcr^^^onnel response. Large

corporations apenci tremendous amounts of time and money in
order to create a spirit among their employees. They pay bo-
nuses I or certain achievements, grant vacations v/ith pay,
sponsor athletic and recreational activities, assist emi)loy-
ees in buying company stock, and pension employees of long-
service. The idea behind these various programs is to make
loyal and efficient employees. While the motive is lauda-
ble, the methods become so artificial and paternalistic,
they often fail to accomplish the desired result.
Loyalty and efficiency are personal characteristics,
and they can best be gained by a personal method; that is,
by the encouragement and enthusiasm of the employer. Mr.
Charles ochv/ab once said: "I have never seen a man v/ho
could do real v/ork, exce^^t under the stimulus of encourage-
ment and the approval of the people for v/hom he is working".
The small plant manager, because of his intimate con-
tact vi^ith employees, has the opportunity to offer words of
encouragement and approval personally. His v/ords and meaning
are not lost in being handed do^m from executive to executive.
He knows his employees, and learns how to get the best re-
sults from each individual. He can ^ive lxl order, a word of
encouragement or praise immediately, and sincerely. The per-
sonal element makes nuick response, efficiency and loyalty
more assured than v;hen an artificial thing is depended upon.
'iPactory cind Industri^.l Llanaggmment'' . Aug. 1932. i-age o05
.
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The siriGll plant is not, however, a Utopia in the indus-
trial world. It haB its share o± disadvantages, as well as
advantages. oometimeiS , disadvuntj ges result ±rom manuiac-
turers going outside the iield ior a umall plant, but, gen-
erally, they are results oi poor management.
It hbB been said that the r^reat weaimess in the struc-
ture of small plants is due to poor marketing connections.
Most small manufacturers depend upon one or two wholesalers,
or go out on the road selling, themselves. Obviously, it
is not good policy to limit the ohejinels o± dtstribution
to one or two wholesalers. The practice of having the head of
a business act as the whole s.v:1gs lorce, is just as question-
able. It is extremely unlikely that either method ..ill pro-
duce sufficient orders to keep a plant operating steadily,
and, when a chief executive, or owner, is on the road, the
plant is very apt to suffer by his absence. In either case
a little ingenuity can overcome these disadvantages, as the
follov.'ing examples prove.
A manufacturer developed some accessories for popular
priced cars. His other products were ..old directly to
automobile manufacturers, therefore his sales organization
was not adequate or trained for dealer trade. Instead of devel
oping his sales organization, he arranged to distribute his
accessories throupch the automobile manufacturers oaruS de-

partment. In this way he reached dealers throughout the
world, and ;^ot the widest poasible distribution lor his
product
.
It might be objected that one manulacturer will not
push another manufacturer's products. That condition is
possible, but in this case the accessory plant is operating
at full capacity. And that, after all, is the test which
determines the success of a dititributing plan. At any rate,
it is an unusual plan and one which will readily fit the
needs o± other small manufacturers,
A manufacturer of chocolate products and syrups has
another solution for the marketing problem. He makes and
improves his products , so that they are the best on the
market, and they actually se.il themselves. He introduced
these products by showing dealers how to increase their
profits by using quality materials. He says: "After we
had developed a sufficient list of cuotomers, we v/ere kept
so busy taking care of them and helping them to increase their
profits that we did not have time to go out looking for new
customers. But we got new ouLtomers. i'or people began com-
ing to us to inquire if v.e could do for them vmat we had
helped others to do. We took them on, of course, i'his in-
crease has been attained, year after year, v;ithout salesmen.
V/e have men who call on our customers, but their whole func-
tion is to help the customers make money from our products.
"Factory and Industrial Management". I^y, 1931. Page 791.
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Our men do not solicit orders. They are service men'.
A packer of high grade pork products solves the distrib-
uting problem by acting as his ov/n v/holesaler . He runs a
series oi advertisements in the newsp'.pers of the section to
be developed. Orders are filled by mail until the de:nand be-
comes so great that dealers come to him, offering to act as
retailers. Yihen a good demand ha^:; been established, he drops
the newspc.-.per advertising, but maintains interest in his
products by advertising in three nationally popular maga-
zines. This method is not too expensive. The first year
this packer .^pent five thousand dollars, but the resulting
demand so increased his business that he now L^pends twenty
thousand dollars on advertising, ttnd obtains a good return.
There is not a solution for every manufacturer's distrib-
uting problem in these examples. They do show, hov/ever, that
some manufacturers have found methods which assure them of
adequate diotr ibution, and that distribution need not re-
main a disadvantage of the small plant.
i;Iany small m^uiufac turers are criticized as being out of
step v/ith the market demands. The demand is knovm only when
the boss goes out selling, or attends a convention. One manu-
facturer selling to a chtin store system has a simple, inexpen-
sive method by which he keeps well informed on the market de-
mand, and governs production accordingly, i^ach article leaving
the factory has a card attached, describing its type, size and

color. The tag is tc^ken ot± at a store ..hen a sale is made,
and at the close ol "business each day the tags arc sent back
to the factory. There, a clerk checks the tags against the
inventory and the goods in process. With this daily chc-ck there
is litt.ie danger oi becoming overstocked, understocked, or be-
ing caught vi'ith a large stock v.hen the demand ceases.
The question ol meeting the market demand in style is
another difficult jroblem. Many of the large firms have spec-
ialists located in style centers throughout the v. orId, who
report frequently on style trends. Such a staff is too ex-
pensive for the average manufacturer, and the reeult is, fre-
quently, that a style has taken hold and is well on the way
towards its peak before he Imov/s anything about it. He is
either left out of the picture or starts to manufacture when
the style has reached the less profitable stage.
-f A manufacturer of silk stockings has been particular-
ly successful in anticipating style demands. He receives
reports from cloth weavers, clothes and shoe manufacturers,
and learns of new developments in fabrics, colors, and de-
signs. His ov.Ti designers use this information in bringing
out shades and v/eaves which v.ill harmonize v/ith the new
styles. Up to this point his meth .d is exactly the same
as many others, but it is unique in that he maintains one
store on iifth Avenue, ITew York, the style center of America,
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and where styles receive their lirst test. In this store
the sales of n^v/ offerings are noted, and the leaders deter-
mined. With this information, sales for the rest of the
country can be accurately forecasted before the .-3tyle has
taken hold.
Obtaining operating capital from banks, and credit
from business houses, offers many difficulties for the small
ov/ner. In boom times he has money, and credit is freely
granted. When business is dull he has trouble in getting
money, because the blinkers do not know him or anything a-
bout his business. Credit is restricted, and he is oiton
in a sorry i^osition.
A survey shows that twenty per cent, of ..^11 business
is dependent ui on banlcs, and three-quarters of these con-
cerns have fev;er than tv/o hundred and fifty employees'.
The Burvey also finds that it is tjlear from investigations
that as regards any form of bank ast^istance in the way of
lone term credit, the small m-jnufacturer io out of liick;
and it is 'among L2uch concorns that the dern^iiid is o.^:x.rcnt-
ly largest. oOiae consideration of meeting credit needs
more satisfactorily i-ind more dependably than tiirough the
regular channels.
One thing that r^houid be copied from the large in-
dustries is the practice of publishing, or at least dis-
closing to bankers and creditors, the small company's
"Business Vieek" Oct. 5, 1932. Page 12

"balance sheet, and proiit and lous statement. Host bankers
are interested in the condition of a business, v.hother a
loan is sought, or not. An occasional trij,j to tx^e bank with
these statements v/ill do much in the v/ay of procuring good
advice, as well as establishing a contact ior luture loans.
The same is true of creditors. Any firm is more lenient on
questions of time and money, when a debtor is Imovm to be
in good iinancial cone, it ion, even if temporarily embarrassei
Hevealing the iinancial statements of many small plants
would be much the same as revealing one's peroonal bank
book, something which is just not done. iiut the injury
to the ov^ner's pride or modesty would soon be healed by
the benefits accruing from a better appreciation o: his
financial vitanding.
The lo,ck of co-operation often roves a disadvantage.
Small plants might \/ell foster the practice of exchanging
information and solutions for common problems. It is not
unusual for the ei:ecutives of lcj?ge firms to help or ad-
vise a competitor. >Some :o J3o far as to lend engineers
and skilled mechanics. It is a comincn occurrence to find
detailed articles in technical journals explaining just
hov; various phases of management, production, or research
have been handled in large plojits.
The first step to foster this practice among small
plants was taken at the omaller Induotries Conference; and

the Bureau of x^'oreign and Domestic Coimaerce, ti.-rou^h local
organizations, is lending a helping hand. V;ith tneir aid
it io j_robable that the day is near when iniormation will
be iroely exchanged.
dome amall owners consider their intimate imov/lelge
a suificient accounting system. (iuess \.ork and experience
are their bases ±or control, espeeiai-j-y of costs. The re-
sult is that costs are not accurately known, contracts
often yielding no proiit, and bankruptcy sometimes follows
.
jj'ortunatc;ly , this is not a blanket criticism, because many
plants have model accounting systems. It is worthy o± men-
tion, however, because the findings, in an analysis of
five hundred business failures, showed that one-fourth
kept no books. Other causes were that one hundred and
fifteen had never taken an inventory, seventy-two v/ere
bankrupt from bad debts on open accounts, and seventeen
from instalment losses. These causes are obviously a
result of poor management, rather than because of partic-
ular disadvantages.
I'he lack of research and product development facili-
ties often prove a disadvantage to the small jjlant. Limit-
ed resources and the danger of adding to the overhead burden
cause mi.ny manufacturers to try to get along without these
important departraents . Llanufacturers of established, s tab-
statistics from "Business V/eek" . Jon 12, 1932. page 13.
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ilized products can get along for a v/hile , but the ijossibil
ity of eventual iraproveinent in product t-nd process raakes re
search a necessity, if competition is to be met. .ihile it
is admitted that a research department can not accomplish
as much, generally, as in plants ..1th unlimited resources,'
the field is proportionately smaller, aad concentration on
a few specialties makes research practical. It is shown
in a later seciion hov; some manufacturers are coping; with
this problem practically and i)rof itahly
.
In periods of business acoivity, small plants have
difficulty in maintaining an adequate personnel. There is
a glamour about the large plants v.hich attracts all men;
higher v/ages, oetter v/orking conditions, bonuses, xjensions,
steady v/ork over long periods, and other attractions cause
men to flock to large plants. Here, it is clearly the prob
lem of the small omer to make employment in his plant as
attractive, or more attractive. The ability to pay prevail
ing vi/ages and to offer good working conditions, rests upon
management; and the present depression xjroves that large
plants have no monopoly of steady v.ork. Plans for bonuses,
pensions and unemployment insurance have been made practi-
cal for businesses of ail sizes. It ic. entirely up to the
ov/ner whether the small plant \/ill be faced with this prob-
lem in future periods of prosijerity.
The success, or failure, of a business, is not due to

size, advantages, or disadvantages. The quality o± raan-
agenient ultimately determines how a plant v/ill fare.
A candy manuiacturer , with all the advantages oi a
small X'lant, v/as on the verge oi banlcruptcy in 1929. A
new msjiager v/avi retained, and he iias successiully brought
the concern up to a proiitahle position by management
principles. These included: "Adjui:tment of sales terri-
tories by analysis of costs" ; "concentration on items and
territories shov/ing bulk of gross sales'; "concentration
of advertising on new items and modt profitable old items";
returns sjid allowances cut to minimum by more careful pack-
ing and not overselling'; "monthly inventories and not al-
lowing supplies and materials to accumulate"; "sales and
selling expenses tabulated monthly"; "each item costed
weekly"
.
Another small company manufacturing washing machines
lost two hundred thousand dollars in three years and be-
came bankrupt, because of poor mejiagement. '±'he ijtockhold-
ers bought the assets, and appointed an experienced factory
manager. In less than a year, the compaiiy was manufacturing
profitably, and was obtaining an excellent sa:^e3 volume.
Profitable operation was secured by the uae of ordinary
"i'orging Ahead During Depression". Pages 10-11.

management i:rinciples. lianulacture \7as concentrated on
three models, and exjjerimenttj determined ytron^er materi-
als and cheaper methods. Llachinery v;as relocated to r;ain
the advanta-ves oi an assembly line, ^n inventory oyetcm v/as
set up, and the stock room ivas equipped with bins designed
and designated for particular parts. ^ cost system v/as in-
stalled showing lot and unit costs, direct labor cost ±or
machinery assembly, painting, and so iorth. Bosearch v/as
undertc..Jien and a more reliable machine wao produced. A
war:e incentive plan v/as installed and increased production
per man from tv/o to four machines a day. It is apj^arent
by the consequent reforms what chaos recsulted from the
f or iiier poor manag ement
.

The PlacG lor the Small Plant.
'I'here are cortain industries v.hich are almost defi-
nitely closed to the small manuiacturer . ouch indus-
tries as the railroad, telephone, su:par, electric, and
automotive, require huge investments and are dominated
hy hig companies. This does not raean that a small organi-
zation has no opportunity in these particular fields, be-
cause facts prove the contrary. For instance, there are
many independent telephone companies in northern llew Eng-
land, and nearly two hundred in Uev/ York iState, v/hich are
aided, rather than fought, by the big company. There are
several small independent electric pov/er companies ^v^Jiicli
are equally successful in the same states. It is not so Ion
ago th8.t the newspapers told of a small railroad in Kansas,
which was so profitable that it sold at a price v/hich was
equal to ten times the capital invested. Two or three
names are usually asaocic-ted \/iuh electric motors, but a
glance through any technical magazine vvlll show that there
are many more; in fact, there are four hundred manufactu-
rers of electric motors in the United itates.
It is generally conceded, hov;^ever, that the small fel-
low has no place in !:iuch industries. Tremendous amounts of
capital, years oi experience, establishea reputations, ef-
ficient organizations, and superb equipment, constitute the
background of such companies, and it is a hopeless task to

compete \vith them. Any small ijlunts in these iields are
not there in comjjetition with the large, but rather, because
Gome local oon.lition, or, as in the ca^ie electric motors,
some iipecialized need makes a siiiall pli-jit more practical.
The omdl plant is out .j± plixce in a iield v/here the
product can be nianuicvc tured by mass raethods . Massj purchases,
mass ijroduction, and mass dib or ibation require capital, e-
quipment and an organization far beyond the means o± the
averjage independent ov.ner. IiJntering this lield on a lim-
ited basis would mean eventual elimination, because of
higher coi3ts and the resulting inability to meet price com-
petition.
IJo hard and steadfast rule can be stated v/hich would
limit the smc^ll plant to any particular processes or in-
dustries, beCf^use of too nuirierous exceptions. There are,
however, certain places in the manufacturing world lor ..hich
the small pl:..nt is particularly fitted, and which offer a
greater possibility for ouccess than others, because its
size and advantages are piut to full use.
Much of tho ..300ds v;hich are produced today can not be
standardized because of styles, individu.-l ta,stes, partic-
ular requirements, and so forth. The manufacture of non-
atandardized goods offers cjl especially good field for
the small plant. A glance through the manufacturers'
directory shov/s that any number are in this category. A

jewelry manufucturer has forty-seven himdred designs for
pins, rings, and pendents. A specialty machine manufact-
urer has received in one mail the va,.;tly different orders
to straighten shafting, and to build an excelt^ior making
machine.
3imi)licity and adaptability ens-ble the small plant to
fill a variety of orders to its advantage. There are no
rigid production schedules to be broiien or machine lines to
be changed. Employees are necessarily versatile, and can
capably perform various tasks; in fact, it is not uncommon
for a single employee to complete all the operations on a
job
.
Prices are higher t-nd yield a better profit per unit
than standardized products. Demand for .:uch goods is not
great, and competition is not apt to be so keen. The manu-
facturer of this tjrpe of product \v2io has gained a follow-
ing, usually gets a toj) price, simply because the customer
knows from experience that he is assured of the type of
work he wants
.
The second place for the small plsjat is where products
are made for local markets. Here, the small manufacturer
can well meet competition by catering to local tastes, es-
tablishing good will, taking advantage of low selling and
transportation costs, and concentrating advertising. Per-
sonal supervision and quick service more easily satisfy loc

demaads. Rendering the best possible service has alweys
been good business policy, and the local manafactarer is
most capable of it. Many large producers have been forced
to establish local units to gain these advantages.
.
PoTiulsr prejudice also fax-ors the local manufacturer.
Other reasons aside, r^eople still buy from locsl firms be-
cause "it keeps the money at home", or, because the ov^ner
is a "native son". This sectionalism is encouraged and cap-
italized upon by appealing to local pride vath such slogans
as: "Buy Kew Lngland Dressed Psjrk", "Shop at Home", and
"Patronize Local Industry". The logic of sectionalism is
questionable, but it certainly favorsi loc&l manufacture.
The depression has caused many manufacturers to decen-
tralize, ana locate their plants to produce m^re aavantag-
eously for local markets. Large manuft; cturers are faced
Viith the problem of meeting the competition of the little
fellovi^s that are springing up. L'orth Carolina, up to a few
years ago, was primarily a cot ton-gr ov.ing state, but in
1921 it attracted tvi,enty-e i ^ht nev, manufacturers of food
products, and it xq probable that manufacturers vho htve been
ship'^^ing tlieir products into that stete vvill soon find a
diminishing market. The clothing industrj^ is f£ced vith
the s-rae problem. Many small manufacturers of clothing have
located in Boston and other Isrge cities, expecting to sup-
ply only the local markets. These producers can under-sell
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the distant manufacturer because of low overhead, small sell-
ing expense, and a faster turnover on a smsll inx'estment.
In fact, this situation has become so formidable that "man-
ufacturers of nationally distributed consumer goods wonder
v.hether the increasing number of small manufacturers may force
a decentralization of production, and result in an eventual
re-alignment of production and distributing facilities."
The third place for the small plant, and, potentially,
the -'nost profitable, is \i;here the products re'iuire sk.illed
labor. There is always a demand for products that have
particular beauty, quality, or durability, such as can only
be produced by skilled labor. Products of this type are
generally sold at a price beyond all proportion to their
manufacturing cost. Ordinarily, the demand is not great
enough, and in some cases there is not enough Ziiilled
labor available to operate a large plant.
There i.re many interesting i^nd unusual illustrations in
this type of business. For example, in the granite industry,
plants often contract fcr a job on v^hich there is a bit of
Vvork, such as statues, gargoyles, friezes, and so forth,
calling for men of more thtn average ability, in feet, t^rt-
ists. At least one men has established & good business
by supplying carvers to do this v-ork on a contrsct basis
8t the plcnt requiring it. There is not much of this high-
" Business leek". May 25, 19 oE. Page 22.

ly artistic work, but by supplying carvers for jobs throughout
the country, it becomes a profitable buBiness employing twen-
ty-iive to one hundred men.
A more comraon example oi the email plant depending up-
on skilled labor is lound in the xurniture business, A com-
pany vi^as iounded upon the x-rinciple that real craitsmonship
is appreciated; and its chief products are chairs and tables,
which are faithfully produced replicas o± antiques. These
pieces are almost entirely hand made by craftsmen brought
from Europe; the only machine v/ork is in roughing- out, the
v/ork of apprentices in olden days. The proportion of hand
to machine labor is five to one, because all jointing, an-
tiquing and finishing is done by hand.
One might question how a company making such high
priced, class products will fare during a depression. This
comxjany has added a line of bed-room suites made of inex-
pensive woods, finished in an early period manner, v/hich
compare favorably in price with machine made furniture.
To do this, overhead expenses were cut, end the employees
preferred to work steadily at lower rates, rather than to
work one or tv/o days a week ut the old rates. And, inci-
dentally, adaptability in this plant is again a saving
characteristic. On contract v/ork for single pieces the
company regularly under-bids large competitors, because
no production schedules or machine lines need to be

clianged, and, consequently, costs are lov/er
.
The lourth place lor the i:;mall plant is where the con-
sumers ere dealt with intimately. Close, intimate con-
tact, and the resulting imderstanding oi a consumer, em-
powers the :roprietor to sell service and ,';oods, ;.hich
gains and retains a consumer's good v/ill. The independent
grocery ^;tore competing successiully v/ith surrounding
chain stores is a common thinp;, :rices in the independent
store are generally higher, "but ±or many, the personal at-
mosphere and iriendship is preierable to gaining a few cents
price advantage. People seem to ieel that their wants are
better satisfied v/hen dealing with a proprietor, and right-
ly so, for such intimacy leads to a particular knowledge
of a customer's requirements and more latitude in satis-
fying their demands.
There are businesses knov/n as "personalitv businesses",
which depend upon intimate dealings. Dressmaking, cosmet-
ic, perfimery, hotel and restaurant businesses are often
successful, because of the periionality of, and the intimate
contact v.lth, the ov>ner. Certain dressmaking, cosmetic and
perfumery salons have become internationally famous, because
the ov/ners have maintained the policy of personal shop-
keeping, and lend their skill and time to satisfying their
patrons' wants. This is true of the salons conducted by
Poiret, Chanel tind Rabenstein, which have grom beyond the
small category. Men patronize certain tailoring establish-

merits, because they feel ai^siLred of good work, v.hen the pro-
prietor assists or supervises the selection of cloth, the
meESurements and the fittin>?s. Here, in uevj ^^land, where
vacation spots abound, we all knov/ oi hotels which have
practically the same clientele year after year, because the
ovmers make it a policy to cater to individual demands.
Hotels often advertise "resident omerBhip", suggesting a
personal, home -like atmosphere. Per sons.1 attention in any
business is good sales policy, because it gives a feeling?
of personal importance.
Dealing v;ith consumers intimately is not conlined to
trade with the final consumer. Many small plants directly
supply large manufacturers with s em. i-manufactured goods,
equipment and supplies. Much machinery is manufactured to
the order of the user, and supplies fjuch as tools, abras-
ures and parts are usually sold directly. Many small plants
sell semi-manufactured goods to automobile manuf sic turers
for assembly.
It should be noted that, in every case, the place for
the small plant is characterized by some form of speciali-
zation. Viithout this characteristic, a plant loses an im-
portant advantage, and soon becomes burdened with disad-
vantages it can least afford to bear. Other advantages of
simplicity, adaptability, lov/ overhead, and so forth, are

lost, and failure soon follows.

A Veil Managed Small Plant.
5^rom this general description of the i'ield, it v. oald
be well to viev, the methods and policies vrhich have made
one small plant a leader in its line. Thic company spec-
ializes in the manufacture of high tension electrical e-
quipment. It is successful, and mi.^ht v^ell serve as a
model for any small manufacturing "business.
This company has not been discouraged from research
efforts, because some of the larger electrical manufactu-
rers have more research engineers than it has employees.
The management believes that a limited research program
csn accomplish much in this specialized line. To prevent
this activity from becoming too expensive, it er-ropria tes
a percentage, based on exnerience, of its total expendi-
tures. Thus a balance is maintained betv.een the cost and
the vclue of the ideas pioduced.
The goal of this program, like that in most laborato-
ries, is to "contact uith the development needs of an in-
dustry, bnd thinking ahead of these needs to anticipate
tomorro'R^'s x ts.' However, there is an unusual
tie-up betv;een research and sales for the attainment of
"Factory and Industrial Management". -June, 1931.
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this goal, oalesmen, because of intimate contact, are most
iamiliar v?ith the user's requirements. It is logical, there
fore, that the sale^i dei^artment lurnish suggestions and rec-
ommendations ior the direction oi research activities.
There is another tie-uc between sales and research in
the minds oi the management. The management considers re-
search a iorm o± insurance, guaranteeing trouble-iree pro-
ducts, the best means of obtaining repeat orders.
It is necessary for all companies to give adequate ser-
vice and deliveries, and at the same time keep inventory
investment and manufacturing costs at a minimum. To meet
these Lroblems, this company has divided manufacture into
production of standardized unit parts for a limit controlled
stock, assembly of parts, and the production of special
parts to customer's order. The unusual part in this plan
is that production is in charge of the otores department
which releases work to foremen, moves it from de^artmynt .
to department, and finally into stock v;hen completed.
Stock is controlled by a minimum limit card system.
When a j-art is dov/n to the minimum quantity, a requisition
stating its use is sent to the factory manager for his ap-
proval before the part is ordered from the factory, oince
the factory manager is in touch vrith the sales demands,
this has proven to be an effective means of minimizing the
investment in stock and the lo;-;3 through obsolescence.
'i'actory and Industrial Management" . June, 1921.

An additional j.rovioion in the stores oyatera, inaur-
ing service as v/ell as reducing losses, is in the lorrn of an-
other re uisition. The sales department may request the
plant executives that any part, lor ..hich they think there
is a £ufiicient demand, be put in stock, un the contrary,
it is the duty of the sales department to requeiit the with-
drav/al ot a part ior v,hich they ieel there is an insuffic-
ient demand.
The method of puttin^^ an order into v/ork is much the
same as one linds in in^^ny v;ell managed shops, '.hen an order
is received, a bill of materials and an instruction sheet
is made out. The "bill of materials i-- sent through the
stock room, and the :|uantities are deducted from the stock
records. P.or parts and items not in otock, sud orders are
made out, isivin^ necessary information as to materials,
specifications, delivery, date, and so forth; and spaces
for hours of labor, rates, and overhead cost.
The sub orders are made out in triplicate and serve
several purposes. The original is ior the production of-
fice. The second is sent to the foreman. The third serves
as a cost and time record, and tracer. The tracers indi-
cate the progress of a job, because upon the com_letion
of the work upon the sub orders the tracers are sent to
the production office to be matched v/ith the ori.-;inals.
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The number of originals without tracers indicateB ,1uat how
much o± the job is to be coraijleted.
A simple but eifective scheduling system is used. Ylhen
£ job is delivered to the lorem^iJi, it is placed in a rack as
a customer's order, a stock order, or a rexjla-cement order,
according to the sub order classification. Customers' sjid
urgent orders are lirst put into work, then back orders, and
finally, stock orders. In makin^^ a turn about the factory,
the factory man ger can judge the amount of ..ork ior each
department by the apj earance of the racks, v/hether it is
piling up or running out, and make any necessary adjust-
ments .
To insure the progress of a job, operating standards,
standard practice and route sheets have been worked out
for standard jobs. Tools and drawing lists are put v/ith
each job before it is started, and there is a bonus system
on all regular operations. .ittJidard manufacturing schedules
have been drav.Ti up so that salesmen can make reasonable
promises for dates of delivery.
It is not surprising that a company vvhich has meoiufac-
turing in such complete control should be equally success-
ful in financial matters. Expenses and expenditures are
controlled by a budget, and conservatism is its keynote.
Sales have been forecast very accurately.

The reasons v/hy this company enjoys its present v;ell
established position, are apjjarent. It is specializing on
one line, and with the aid oi research, it is t-arnin[;' out
the best products possible. It is serving customers quick-
ly and el'liciently, and in a way that makes manufacturing
profitable. It has perceived the need for planning ahead
and does so by means of a budget and sales iorecast. It has
recognized the limitations of a small jjlant and has adapted,
rather than adopted, big plant methods, ouramed up, the rea-
sons are good management, v;ell directed.

Big Plant Methods an Aid.
Certain types oi business have been suggested as being
the most promising ior a small plant. Type, hov/ever, no
more than size, can be considered the road to succe-'-.-s. Man-
agement is the prime and ultimate determinant. The Depart-
ment o± Commerce ourvey, v/hich wao conducted to establish
the reasons that have enabled some companies to maintain
or increase profits or sales during the depression, iound
small plants jjrospering by policies usually credited to
large, scientifically managed organizations.
The companies which attributed their „ood business to
sales policies ga"7e these reasons: "More thought to the
training and direction of salesmen"; "sales territory ad-
justments"; 'mari^et research to increase sales and to dis-
close ineif iciencies"
;
"greater co-operation with dealers
in the lorm o± better windov/ ajid counter displays, and im-
proving dealer merchandising" ; "studying and adjusting
sales cost'; "extending credit
'
;"increasing sales outlets";
and so forth. It is particularly noticeable that none of
the companies decreased sales efforts, and that none dim-
inished advertising.
The manufacturers, who credit their product, gave
these reasons: "The addition of allied products'; "pack-
"i'orging Aliead auring Depression". Page 136.
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aging that appeals to customers"; "constant research for pro-
duct improvement"; "development of nevv products", and "qual-
ity sri^-.esl".
In the matter of production: "Careful, shrevvd and con-
servetive purchasing"; modernization of machinery and e-
quipment" ; "reduction of operating expense"; "overhead re-
duction"; stabilizing production, thereby eliminating cost-
ly fluctuations' ; and "no over-expant ion in the past, so
present organization can be maintained", v^ere reasons for
profitable operation.
One conclusion that can be drav^n from this survey is
that the executives of prospering amall plsnts realize and
appreciate the importance of management. The reasons given
show that methods and policies , long considered the property
of large or^-fanizations ,are being used to advantage by the
little fellov'.s. The small pl^nt has been siaed immeasurably
by them, and coupled with advantages of size, its present
good shoi'ving is pobsible.
It is interesting to legrn hovv big business methods have
been trimmed tad applied to the small plant. "While it is
true that some small units have no need of them, it is also
true that many sre profiting by them.
Research has long been considered a program for corpora-
tions vith unlimited resources. A previous example illus-
"Forging Ahead during Depression". Page 136.

trstes how a small company has condacted research in a spec-
ialized line on a limited apr)ropriation, so that it has been
a paying venture.
Research probably suggests too much to be considered by
many owners. Some, hovvever, while not .o;lorifying their ef-
forts by the name , research , do experiment. In one plant it
is unnecessary to atudy neither the materials, because nature
made them imchfingeable for practical purposes, nor the de-
signs, because they are furnished v,.ith orders. Better methods
of manufacture are sought by experiment, .djay one in the
factory may make a suggestion, and those that seem reasonable
are attempted. Many fail, of course, but their cost is far
over-balanced by the savings from those proving successful.
Some surprising savings have resulted from these sUf;^§s-
tions. In one case the ravv materiel was to pass through two
machines, one to rough out, the second to finish the work.
The suggestion was made that after roughing, several patterns
be clamped together, and finished in the rou.^hing machine by
changing the abrasive and easing the feed. This method would
not be so expensive because of less setting-up time, and five
patterns could be finished in the time of one. It was a skep-
tical management that tried the plan, but it worked. Occa-
sionally the finishing mschine is used, but the new; method
saves thousands of dollsrs each year, as w^ell as partly
revolutionizing the industry.

To gain some semblance oi bein,;, scientilic, many small
plants have copied marketing methods. Uost small or,-janiza-
tions have neither the executives nor the resources enabling
them to analyze markets. Probably, the government bureaus
have been o± more aid in making thiij poboible than any other
agencies. The Bureau oi x''oreign and Domei^^tic Commerce has a
tremendous amount of information that is helpful to any bus-
iness. Other bureaus and departments are of equal aid.
The Bureau of i'oreign and Domestic Commerce v/as not set
up as an agency or brokerage. Yet, it hat: facilitated and
developed exporting j.or small organizations. At least one
company ov/e^ its present volume of business to this bureau's
aid in marketing its product in i^iurope and douth America.
Specialifcjts and marketing agencies have been a boon
to the small plant. It is usually impractical to retain
tiieir services on a full time basis, but their services
can be obtained ab needed i or the study of particular prob-
lems. One firm engaged a sales analyst to investigate
their marketing activities, and his findings were so start-
ling, that the management set up a market research labora-
tory, because it is less expensive than the previous less
scientific program.
Trade magazines and a3;3ociations have helped otjiers in
the distributing problem. Associations usually have figures
showing the coverage in any particular community. The edi-
tors of a trade magazine v/ere able to select a practical number

of the more importciiit ciiGtribut ors from a field of tv^o thous-
and for a company seeking on oatlet for mill supplies.
It has been pointed out that the lack of an adequate
accounting system is a frequent cause of bankruptcy. Cost
accounting is notably rare in small plants. Costs are estab-
lished, either by pure guess, or bj/ inaccurate computation.
Just why this condition should be extant defies reason. Cer-
tainly it is not because cost aceounting is impractical.
Elaborate systems are not necessary; neither is a high sal-
aried accountant.
A very small Vvoodworking mill has this simple cost sys-
tem, vvhich, inciaentally , includes a -oroduction end inven-
tory record. Only seven forms are necessary for the three.
When en order is put into ork, it is noted in a production
book, and described on sn order card. A stub from this card
is ke-nt on a production board in the office to shovi. v^hat or-
ders have been put into v«ork. The record form is a material
requisition v.ith spaces for materials cost. The third is a
foreman's daily time report, and the lourth, a summary of the
labor hours on each job. The fifth is an envelope kept in
the office as a goods-in-process record. V.hen the cost of a
job is computed from the material requisition (£), the labor
summary (4), and the overhead added by a percentage besed on
experience, the total coLit is recorded on a sixth form, as

finished goods. The first, second and fourth forms tre put
into the fifth, and filed as a record of the cost of the
job completed. The seventh form is a bin card, merely for
identifying and recording.
This system is simple and accurate, and has proven ^rac-
ticel, having "been in use for several years. IIo special
skill is re'^uired to maintain it, snd it is not expensive.
These characteristics maiie it readily adaptable to many small
manufacturing establishments.
V/age incentive systems are not common in smell plants,
yet their use leads to cost reduction. The impression pre-
vails that the possible savings from their use v. ould not
equal the cost of installation, extra clerical help, and the
salary of checkers. Another impression ic that incentive
systems can be based only on straight line mass production,
that is, vihere there is iaentici^l repetitive action.
The example of a small, sheet metal jobbing plant, op-
erating on an incenti\-e system at a cost of tvventy-ii\'e per
cent, of the resulting savings, should dispel both notions.
Certain jobs, such as loading and steching, ere repetitive,
and rere easily put on standard. Other work is not rer^eti-
ti^e, but alike. In -nreparing for s job a workman must make
c^r*:?'in tri-^- "or tools and materials, and zones vere estab-
lished to cover every possible trip. The number of necessary
trips can be counted on the job specifications, and a time
I
allowance is made. The time necessary lor laying out is esti-
mated by the checker v/hen measuring the completed job.
citandards v/ere set lor the remaining operations. Every
job may be dilferent, but they all involve like motions. l<'or
example, every job involves cutting a straight or curved line,
by machine or by hand, corners, soldering, bending, rolling,
and so forth. Setting a standard, by placing a value ±or an
inch o± cutting or soldering, or for an inch ox circumference
in rolling, was fair and practical.
The same method is used in the building stone industry.
Stones c?.re rarely o.like, but like operations are used. Thus,
a value is Set for inches ol chiseling, inches of moulding,
square inciiea of joint area, and so forlEi.
Possibly the most widely copied policy, and the metaodo to
accomplish it, is accident prevention. Y'lhlle small companies
can not afford to hire a resident safety engineer, company ex-
ecutives are successfully assuming their duties. Some are re-
taining safety engineers for regular visits, since the insu-
rance companies have made it possible to secure their services
for a day at a very low rate.
A typical method finds an executive impressing upon the
foreman, and they, in turn, upon the workmen, the need for ac-
cident prevention. In very small plants tliis is done directly
at ?7orkmen's meetings. Reports of accidents are read, sugges-
tions for preventing similar accidents are sought, and an open
discussion usually follows.

In one inatance, a company has engaged the services o± a
sa±ety engineer ±or a regular weekly visit. He spends the day
in the plant looking ±or something thcat might prove dangerous.
After v/orking hours he speaks at a foremen's meeting, point-
ing out unsaie methods or machines, citing accidents occurring
elsewhere that might have been prevented, and lecturing on
some phase of accident prevention. The cost of his day's
services is no more than that of a skilled v;orkman.
It is noticed that in each example simplicity jjrevails.
In borrowing ideas or methods from large organizations, it is
necessary for the small pl^nt to avoid loading itself with
supervisors, assistants, or clerical help, if important ad-
vantages are to be retained. Intermediaries break do\'i/n ef-
fective contact between the leader and the men, and increase
the overhead expense. Often, the adoption of a principle, or
an attitude, rather than the method itself, is sufficient.
It has been said with reference to the adoption of big plant
methods to the small plant: "The small plant must ask itself
this question and find the answer to it. V^hat would happen
if we were to do without this or that?".

Administrative and oooial Programs,
The installation and development of programs v;hioh are
helpful, but not a necessary part oi business, has been rlow
among small organizations, jimployee training, pension plans
and unemployment insurance are almost unlmov/n. Perhaps one
reason ±or this condition is that these subjects have been
studied lor ajjplication to large numbers, and what is suited
to thousands of employees may not be fitted to the small con-
cern. Another reason is tha.t it is diiiicult to obtain, or
even to estimate, the cost of these programs, and the possi-
ble expense in pioneering is too much of a risk, oome firms,
hov/ever, are benefitting by these programs without an exces-
sive overhead expense.
A silk hosiery mill, after moving to a rural community,
found that skilled labor was not available in sufficient
quantity to man a rc.iidly growing plant. The management a-
voided the common mistake of training green help by observing
operators whose sole interest is production. Instead, tech-
nical experts, foremen and skilled workmen from the factory
worked co-operatively to outline a training program. An ed-
ucational department was organized, a classroom equipped, and
machines were set up in a laboratory.
The work is outlined to cover a training period of two
years. All ap^-rentices are recruited from the local high

school, and enter the factory on a tri.-l period of lour v/eeks.
miring the trial period they are thoroughly trained in the
various processes, and receive actual practice on the ma-
chines in the laboratory under the supervision of an expert
instructor. The products from the laboratory are saleable,
v;hich cuts the training' cost considerably. In addition to the
practical work, instruction its given for eight one-hour per-
iods each week in trade theory, mechanical drawing, shop me-
chanics, economics and industrial history.
After the trial period, those shov^ing the necessary qual-
ifications are moved out into the factory to work under se-
lected men v.ho are experts in their trade, and capable teach-
ers. The eight hours of classroom v/ork is continued for the
first year. During the second year, the apprentices are
given increasingly difficult machine work, and classroom
study is cut down to three hours a week. In addition, lec-
tures and discussions are held each week, and all employees
are invited.
This mi^^ht appear to be too costly. As a ma\.ter of
fact, it is not, because the apprentices are producing sale-
able goods, and the federal government pays part of the ex-
penses of a program of this typo by authority of the dmith
Hughes Act. It has further profited the company by "at-
tracting higher type employees; reducing labor tiirnover;
reducing the training period; decreasing the amount of

spoiled uork, and the namber of machine break- downs; sup-
plying trained help and future executive material; and
strengthened the plant morale and spirit of crb itsmanship"
.
This scheme might v.ell serve as & model for many of our
small plants req.uiring well trained workers.
During the present depression, it has been frequently
pointed out that, in spite of what the large corporations,
such as the Standard Oil of Hew Jersey, do to provide re-
lief against unemployment, a complete solution of this prob-
lem rests u^on relief measures bj'' smaller compenies. l.-ost
executives think that such measures are impossible, because
of limited resources. If not impossible, it does seem
luite a burden, and one of the best methods is along co-
operative lines.
The Hochester Plan consists in the co-operation of a
number of companies, both large and small, in order to give
unemployment relief. Briefly, the plan is: A central em-
ployment bureau attempts to find work for laid-off employ-
ees. After two weeks of unemployment, a benefit equal to
sixty per cent, of average earnings is paid lor six to thir-
teen weeks, according to the years of service.
Cur interest is not so much in the plan. Hather, is the
cost in proportion to the small concern's resources? It is,
certainly, in this case. The agreement calls for a reserve
to be set up by eech company during 1931 and 1932. It is es-

tiraated tliat in sufficient fimds to pay the benefits v/ill
have L^c cumulated. I'iie actual cost for one comgany, up to No-
vember, 193^, has been one per cent, of its annual payroll.
It is intereatint_j to note the costs of other employee-
benefit plans, conducted independently by this same company.
A sick benefit plan is financed by setting aside a sum equal
to three-quarters of one per cent, of the annual payroll.
This sum is based upon experience. A sum equal to two and
three-quarters per cent, of the annual gs.'^roYL is set aside
for death and retirement benefits. This is based on actua-
rial computation. Besides this, a sum equal to one-half of
one per cent, is set aside for special benefits, uuch as
loans and contingencies. Including unemployment relief,
the total cost for all plans is equal to five per cent, of
the annual payroll.
It seems that, regardless of business conditions, these
plans will not prove a burdensome undertaking. Five per cent,
of the annual gayroll will have little effect upon a comx^a-
ny's proiits. To maiie ture thi.t creditors, and periods of
depression or expan=-.ion can not affect these oums, all the
money is trusteed.
Co-operation has lon,;< been existent among large con-
cerns, and it promises to become an imj.orti^.nt factor to
smaller concerns. The success of associations of :iien in

competing lines is v/ell Imov/n. l*'or instance, tliere is a ^Toup
licensed to manufacture an alloy. Reoearch problems are as-
signed to various plants, and tiie results sre made iinov-n by
individual reports to each member. I'roducts are promoted by
co-operative advertising, and the cost is paid by assessing
the members in ratio of their tonna^je to the total tonnage
manufactured by the association.
Little attention has been given to v;hat can be accom-
plished by the association of non-competitors in solving
common problems. The small concerns in one industrial com-
munity have organized such an association, and members go
so far as to exchange v/ork for which other members are better
equipped. While such an arrangemeno is too ideal to become
widespread, co-operative methods have enabled some small
plants to conduct certain programs at a minimum of expense.
A group O'f non-competitive manufacturers around Boston
have been associated for eleven years. They realized that
pooling their knowledge and experience would work to their
mutual advantage, and the savings affected attest to the
success of the plan.
This association works through functional committees, the
members of which are elected because of their loiowl edge and
experience in coping with particular problems. A committee
insj.ects a plant in order to study methods and equipment.
Sometimes several visits are made, so that a fair knowledge
1I
j
and background roay be obtained before any recommendations
are made. The visits result in a two-fold benefit; the
committee gives advice for the solution of problems, and
gets ideas for improvement in their ovm plants.
l^he director oi this organization says: "It is abso-
lutely surprising how many new ideas, a^^plicable by adop-
tion to his oxm industry, anyone possessing half an imag-
ination can pick up from a tour of inspection of a plant
turning out a totally different kind of product. i^rom
such visits as these, ideas, ./hich have netted savings
from a few to fifty or eighty thousand dollars a year,
have been acquired'.
This type of association would prove beneficial to all
small i:)lants. Ten or twelve concerns in any community must
have problems sufficiently common to be worthy of the atten-
tion of all. At least, there is the problem of health.
It has been demonstrated by Philadelphia concerns that
a small plant can have a practical medical and health program
at a reasonable cost. Plants are organized into groups of
about a thousand employees, --o that there is enough work to
secure the services of a full time physician and nurse.
A definite schedule is arranged, so that for every one hun-
dred employees, or less, the nurse spends two hours each
week at the plant, while the physician is there an hour.
11
Dispensaries are st up at a cost of tv/o hundred to four hundred
dollars
.
This plan j-ermits : "an annual examination ±or all emp Loy-
ees ; iollow up examinations; care o± minor illnesses; advice
±or chronic illnesses; care oi minor accidents; emergency
treatment oi serious accidents; iirst aid instruction; sani-
tary surveys of the plant; and hetvlth talks to employees'.
No large plant could have a more complete health program,
and certainly none could conduct it with comparatively less
expense than the follov/ing table shows.
Table and quotation, "i'actory <'3-nd Industrial Ivlanagement .
"
July, 1932. Pa^-es ^93-2 94.
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Conclusion.
ymall plajitB have been ^^enerally ignored, although they
out-nuinher the large by tv/o hundred to one. The ijoojsibili-
ties of a small plant are now receiving more attention, and
a greater appreciation, because "big busixiess" men have ex-
pressed their approval of small industries; the present eco-
nomic situation favors their development; and, a survey has
found small plants prospering.
The small plant has advantages v/hich point to profita-
ble operation plus the ability to meet changing conditions.
Disadvantages are generally a result oi poor management,
but a more satisfactory method of financing is a need, ciize,
advantages c.nd disadvantages are to be considered, but man-
agement is the real reason for profitable operation.
All induio tries are not open to the small plant. In-
dustries requiring tremendous amounts of caj_iital, or those
producing standardized products, hold no future for them.
But this leaves a wide iie.Ld for industries whose i^roducts
.
can not be standardized, or \;hich produce for local.narice ts
,
or which depend upon sicilled labor, or v/hich deal intimate-
ly v/ith the consumer. It is in these fields that the small
business will excel.
It is evident that small plants have been aided by

borrowing big plent methods. Undoubtedly, its present high
standing is due, in some measure, to the adoption of re-
search, scientific marlieting, and other nicinagement tools.
simplicity' of method must be maintained, hovvever, if the
small plant is to retain important advantages. Often, the
adoption of the principle or attitude is sufficient.
Administrative and social programs are not only possi-
ble, but have been entirely successful in some small slants
Employee training v. ill -nay fine dividends to those plants
req^uiring sicilled, intelligent help, retirement, sick bene
fit and loan plans have been conducted at a moderate cost.
Unemployment insurance is possible at a very lovv cost by a
co-operative method. Research &nd health programs have
been particularly successful through co-operttive methods.
Briefly, in audition to its ov.n, the sinall plent may
enjoy all the advantages of the big organizations.
An exhau^^.tive search has failed to reveal a text or
anything? that resembles a study of the smell plsnt. Yet,
a knovjledge of the small plants' problems and possibili-
ties is important to the graduate of a business college.
If he aspires to an executive po^iition, the odds are, two
hundred to one. that he v.dll become an executive in a
small business. These odds will increase since wie may
look for the increase of small plants, ilo less an author-
ity than Dean iCimball says: "Jue to the la'jv of diminishing
"5'actory and Industrial Management". Jan. 1933. Page £7.

returns, there is good reason to believe that the ±uture will
see an increasing niim"ber of small and moderaoe size plants,
and ievver o± the immense es tahlishments that we nov^ see, un-
less these larger plants can obtain monopolistic control -
which seciiis hardly possible".
There is another good reason lor the study of small
plants by the business student, if v;e can believe and re-
ly upon the judgment of experienced business men. A typi-
cal expression ol this reason is voiced by a man who has
been an executive in big and little plants. He said; "I
believe that small business has paid me bigger dividends
than I ever could have collected from big business
dividends not only in money, but in happiness and in
satisfaction, i.iy small business has offered me far great-
er o^.^or tunity for individual initiative and leadership
than probably could have been possible in a subordinate
position in a great corporation. Its very smallness has
widened my interests, enlarged my responsibilities and
sharpened my judgment.
'
"American Magazine'. November, 1932. Page 12.
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